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Silences We Are Familiar With by T.H.E Dance Company returns this year as a rework — with new
and old dancers. While I have never had the opportunity to witness the original 2012 composition,
Swee Boon’s revisit to the choreography might just be one of my favourite productions by the
company. I can only imagine how dazzlingly compelling the 2012 edition was.

It deals intimately with love, grief, life, death and everything in-between, in a bewitching
choreography complimented by local musician Bani Hayknal’s electric sounds and spellbinding
voice. It lures us instantly with Bani’s melodious tune as he strums on the bass — the deep,
resounding assurance from the chords of the musical instrument immediately draws your attention
to the dim spotlight cast on Bani at the corner of the orchestra pit. Zihao, who enters our vision
while tugging a red string in his hands, interrupts his melancholic silhouette. My gaze shifts gently
in sync with the measuredness of Zihao’s movements to Bani’s legato song, and he slips under the
curtains. At this point I recall Ezra Pound’s poignant words: “The days are not full enough/ and the
nights are not full enough/ and life slips by like a field mouse/ not shaking the grass ”. Often, time escapes
from our hands without a second thought, and all of Life’s intangibles remain ever more elusive,
out of reach.
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Leaving the audience restless in our seats as the curtains glacially inched upwards, our eyes remain
peeled to the stage: the mass of dancers were hustled together, deftly moving, softly swaying with
Bani’s music. I suppose love brings people together like this. A profound simplicity. The
synchronisation of the dancers in breath was impeccable, emulating the delicate fluidity of the
world in a drop of tear. As though the world is never-ending (“the tears of the world are in constant
quantity” are words ringing in my head) and undisturbed, this harmonious tranquility breaks into a
sequence of scattered sprints across the stage.

 

Unfamiliar / it’s the unfamiliarities which excite me

 

With varied footsteps, in weight and breath, the dancers dash across the stage under the single
central spotlight. Jarring against the languid opening, the chaotic athletic bursts interspersed with
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intermittent displays of solitude under the spotlight unsettle one. T.H.E Dance Company brings us
on a ride upon the upheaval of emotions that love introduces. Bani’s music heightens with the
dancers’ hysteria to a pinnacle; the electrifying sounds thunder at our drums and shake the ground.
Yet, amid the frenzied movements across the stage, the dancers endeavour to reconnect— we see
abrupt scurries of the collective huddled within the spotlight before, though again and over,
dispersing. How fleeting beauty is, and must be for it to be cherished as beauty is.

Dancers fracture from the mass into their own routines, creating a mosaic of images loosely
intertwined with one another: distant yet inter-relational in seamless transitions from duet to trio,
between and within the dancers. The unbearable, incomprehensible weight of love and its tumult
only augments in our hearts further with Bani’s hypnotic voice, echoing throughout the halls his
spoken word: How do I bring you closer / Closer, closer to me?

 

like the uncertainties felt when we’re swallowed by silence

 

Love is meeting — melting, melting into one another’s bones and breath. One of the most lush
visuals that T.H.E. Dance Company created was Mun Wai and Evelyn’s duet.
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Sensual, dark and captivating, Mun Wai and Evelyn met in waves that transfixed us quite. And like
waves, the ebb and flow of each crescendo between the two bodies moves one internally. The
lightness and ingenuity of love in every effortless suspension of their lifts glides on our skins, with
mellow undertones alongside Bani’s seductive monologue —It was trying, both ways being
immensely attention-grabbing, but together it was nothing short of enchanting.

 

like you, like yourself . like whispers, screaming out from a kiss
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Darkness overwhelms the stage once more and we find the dancers lined up, wallowed and
hunched. We listen to (and perhaps, resonate with) the vast disappointment trembling beneath the
gentle voice of a Skype conversation that ended reluctantly, where words can only do such little
justice to and for the affectations of a yearning heart— to the missed and the longing, these honest,
bare words flutter at the rims of our lips. Two hands took centre stage under the light, overlapped
and touching-sensing-yearning, yet unclasped and not interlocked. The world sighs upon love’s
brief meeting, these fleeting sensations that stab at us.

 

your finger upon my palm… is my introduction to your universe

 

Light seeps in onto the floor again, this time in panes that resembles a glass roof of a greenhouse.
Love has this comfortable, warming ffeect, despite its overwrought, passionate trials. Zihao, Wu
Mi and Nyguen deliver a lucid trio that reflected a lassitude in every lethargic extension of their
spines, yet was equally energetic. That encapsulates love and life’s paradox. Such languor persists for
a while, with Zihao seeming to play the role of a perceptive spectator and influencer in the
choreography, both inexplicably drawn within and without the dance.

 

Unfamiliar, yet visible / the present is riddled by silences / we are familiar with

 

Yet, this quiet, calming respite does not last. Soon, Silences We Are Familiar With is steeped once
again in emotional hysteria with Zihao’s overwrought solo in a corner left of the stage. Against his
manic movements were the dancers’ soft, tenacious movements encroaching the space, interjected
by Wu Mi’s delirious laughter. T.H.E. Dance Company sheds an ingenuous introspective light upon
the multi-faceted complexities of a universal emotion.

 

Bani enthralls us with his mesmeric voice that lulls us through the emotional tribulations of the
choreography. I find myself often closing my eyes to fully comprehend the depths of his melodic
tunes, the riveting song of a mellow, pining heart. Before our eyes, the stage once again transforms:
a web of red strings interspun across the stage. These bloodlines of affinities, how invisible in
realities yet inexorably omnipresent in intertwining lives, much like love. We see the reunion of
the collective: love finds rest in a cohesive breathlessness and the circularity that their movements
take shape to.

 

Your breath is my only embrace
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Its closing could not have been any more compelling. Bani’s spiel of spoken word flowed like a river
of senseless affections and Zihao reappears with the red string that Kei tenderly lace around Bani.
His burly hands wrapped around the red string as he still covers his eyes, contemplating deeply,
searching for the right words— words that are honest, are real, even if they sting the heart. The
other dancers roll towards the orchestra pit in the penultimate, demonstrating such mental tenacity
in the minuteness of their movements, while Kei freezes in time. Then she, with the help of Zihao,
renders herself entangled within web of the red strings— it carries her. As she leaves the stage, also
through the orchestra pit, Bani’s alluring voice hums a tune that echoes the hall. Everything comes
full circle.

Text by Keoy Wan Hui

Photography by Bernie Ng

 
Silences We Are Familiar With 
Watched on 29 May 2015, 8pm
SOTA Drama Theatre
Produced by T.H.E. Dance Company
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